
Holy Name High School
Summer Reading 2021

Junior Summer Reading List
Before the year starts, students taking English III (130) will be required to read two (2) works
of literature: one (1) required selection and one (1) selection of the student’s choice from the list
below.

Required Book-in-Common:

The Red Bandanna - Tom Rinaldi

One Sunday morning before church, when Welles Crowther was a young boy, his father gave him a red
handkerchief for his back pocket. Welles kept it with him that day, and just about every day to come; it
became a fixture and his signature.

Fresh from college, Welles took a Wall Street job on the 104th floor of the South Tower of the World
Trade Center. When the Twin Towers fell, Welles’s parents had no idea what happened to him. In the
unbearable days that followed, they came to accept that he would never come home. Eight months after
the attacks, Welles’s mother read a news account from several survivors, badly hurt on the 78th floor of
the South Tower. They had been led to safety by a stranger, carrying a woman on his back, down nearly
twenty flights of stairs. The survivors didn’t know his name, but despite the smoke and panic, one of
them remembered a single detail clearly: the man was wearing a red bandanna.

Optional Books: Choose One (1) Additional Book

The Graveyard Book - Neil Gaiman

After the murder of his entire family, a toddler wanders into a graveyard where the ghosts and other
supernatural residents agree to raise him as one of their own.  Nobody Owens, or Bod, is a normal
boy. He would be completely normal if he didn't live in a sprawling graveyard, raised and educated
by ghosts, with a guardian who belongs to neither the world of the living nor of the dead. There are
dangers and adventures in the graveyard for a boy, and if Bod leaves the graveyard, then he will
come under attack from the man who has already killed his family...

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland AND Through the Looking-Glass - Lewis Carroll

The Mad Hatter, the Ugly Duchess, the Mock Turtle, the Queen of Hearts, the Cheshire Cat –
characters each more eccentric than the last, and that could only have come from Lewis Carroll, the
master of sublime nonsense. In these two brilliant burlesques he created two of the most famous and
fantastic novels of all time that not only stirred our imagination but revolutionized literature.


